Foundation House
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MISSION
STATEMENT
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Founded in 2002, Foundation House is built to meet a

wilderness adventures, money management and alumni

cross-section of behavioral health needs ranging from

support groups.

co-occurring and acute clinical care to motivational
and executive functioning issues. Our core belief is that

Our model has historically been based in the idyllic

growth occurs when young men find their way through

urban setting of Portland, Maine. As of 2018, Foundation

experience – in other words, Foundation House is not

House incorporated a 120-acre therapeutic ranch in

so much a program as it is a portal, an opportunity. We

Bethel, Maine. We are now positioned to offer the most

teach our residents how to lead a healthy, balanced life

fully comprehensive recovery experience industry-wide.

– that means beginning and maintaining relationships,

As a result, we provide an unparalleled opportunity to

continuing their education by preparing them for the

sustain the dramatic spiritual paradigm shift that occurs

stresses of a rigorous curriculum, developing practical

in primary treatment and wilderness programs.

life skills, using technology responsibly, and learning
how to have fun in recovery. We have pioneered this
dynamic approach to recovery by creating a balance of
independence, structure and community. Foundation
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House features a fully holistic approach including; weekly
individual and group therapy sessions with our licensed
therapists, process groups, 12 Step instruction, yoga
and meditation, nutrition and cooking classes, art and
music, academic tutoring and advising, athletic leagues,
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OUR
STORY
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Foundation House was born out of a childhood
relationship between two best friends from New York
City - Patrick Babcock and Peter Kellerman.

Peter died in the tragic events of September 11th, 2001
while working for Cantor Fitzgerald in The World Trade
Center. In memoriam of his best friend, Mr. Babcock
started Foundation House to carry on Peter’s name and
share his own recovery with young men who are seeking
a way to live happy, joyous and free.

A portion of the proceeds from Foundation House are
applied to annual contributions made to local, regional,
national and international charities and organizations.
As part of our International Expedition program,
Foundation House works with local organizations in the
locations we visit, helping to give back to those in need
wherever we go.
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In warfare, a foxhole is a trench dug in the earth that
provides soldiers a place of refuge and shelter.
At Foundation House, we call our community ‘The Foxhole’. Just as soldiers use
a foxhole for protection, residents at Foundation House band together in the
fight against our common enemies - addiction, distraction, and deterioration of

160 pREble StReEt

our mental health. Our greatest chance for survival and recovery lies in sticking
with our brothers and doing together what we cannot do alone.

LOCATION:
INFO:

160 Preble Street, Portland, ME 04101

Our Main Office, where experiential,
holistic and clinical programming happens,
is a 7-10 minute walk from our houses.
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PORTLAND, MAINE
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Portland is quickly becoming one of the most celebrated
small cities in America. From the bustling Old Port and
waterfront to the vibrant arts scene, Portland’s urban

ThE

center is dynamic while still remaining manageable in size.
With numerous acclaimed restaurants, museums, and live
music venues, there is always something happening on the

olD pOrt

peninsula. For those looking to spend time outdoors,
there is plentiful green space—not to mention hiking,
kayaking, and skiing all within a short drive. Multiple
universities and start-up companies bring students and
young professionals from all over, creating Portland’s more

Portland head light

portland

youthful and energetic population.

The local recovery community is enthusiastic and
prominent. There are over one hundred 12-Step meetings
weekly, all within walking distance of our residences
and offices. Because of Portland’s intimate size, it is not
uncommon for our residents to run into Foundation House
alumni or other members of the recovery community at
work or school. Additionally, our tourism-based economy
provides an abundance of entry-level jobs to help young
adults and students entering the workforce!
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Harborside of the Peninsula

Portland’s Casco Bay Islands

Downtown - Congress Street
11

back bay

PORTLAND
FACILITIES

4
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Bayside Campus
Our campus is spread across two blocks in the burgeoning

Clinical Building – ‘The Foxhole’, Activity Center and Program

3

Center. All of our weekly programming happens here and
residents are free and encouraged to take advantage of all

4

that our facilities have to offer.

Residential Homes

1

All three of our houses are located on one block in the heart of

and programming campus. The houses are fully furnished,
newly renovated, and beautifully maintained. Each residence is
equipped with wifi, household supplies, outdoor/grilling spaces,

1

2

Bayside neighborhood in Portland and is comprised of our

downtown Portland, and just a half-mile from our clinical offices
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ThE spOTs
home, 235 State Street

home, 42 mellen street
home, 40 deering street
main office, 160 preble street
activity center, 142 preble street
Rock Wall, Yoga Studio, Wilderness Center,
Batting Cages, Woodshop
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program center, 125 kennebec street
Education Center and Therapeutic Float Spa

flat-screen televisions, and all the comforts of home. In the
family-style setup, residents share common areas such as living
rooms and kitchens, and are assigned to either a single, double,
or spacious triple occupancy room. There is ample kitchen
space to allow everyone to cook for themselves, but everyone
shares in household chores.
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OUR HOMES
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DETAILS: 235 State Street, Portland, Maine
BEDROOMS: 19
14

BEDS: 31

BATHS: 9

LIVING ROOMS: Minimum one on every floor

KITCHENS: Newly renovated

INFO: Six full kitchens, five living rooms, outdoor porches with
gas grills and back patio with horseshoe pit

BEDROOMS: TVs in select rooms

HOME THEATER: Comfortable leather seating
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OUR HOMES

42

mellEn
StReeT
DETAILS: 42 Mellen Street, Portland, Maine
BEDROOMS: 10
16

BEDS: 14

BATHS: 4

LIVING ROOMS: Bright, open and spacious

INFO: Four full kitchens, three living rooms, outdoor patios,
porches and a third floor roof deck, newly renovated

BEDROOMS: Singles and doubles

KITCHENS:

Newly renovated and spacious enough to
practice skills learned in Foundation House
cooking classes
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OUR HOMES

BEDROOMS: Private and spacious bedrooms

40

DETAILS: 40 Deering Street, Portland, Maine
BEDROOMS: 8
18

BEDS: 15

BATHS: 5

ENTRANCE: Victorian-style

DeERIng
STREEt

LIVING ROOMS: Comfortable common areas

INFO: Three full kitchens, three living rooms, outdoor patio,
quiet residential street and outdoor roof deck with great
views of the city

KITCHENS: Island and breakfast nook

OUTDOOR PATIO: Outdoor grilling and sitting area
19
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Our main office at 160 Preble Street is the headquarters

to this building are open to our alumni at any time. Just

for Foundation House – we call it ‘The Foxhole’. Residents

a 7-10 minute walk away from our houses, 160 Preble

start their morning checking in with their therapist,

and the rest of the Bayside Campus are just steps from

receiving medications (if prescribed), and picking up their

our music studio, Trader Joe’s, Whole Foods, YMCA, and

daily spending money. Throughout the day, groups are

the University of Southern Maine. Each of our licensed

held in our large meeting space or our conference room.

therapists, our medical staff, and our administrative

The building also provides a location for residents and

departments have offices at 160 Preble Street making it

alumni to complete school work, shoot some pool, hold

the hub for the entire Foundation House team!

a movie night or watch TV on our 160-inch HD projector
screen, and relax in between group sessions. The doors
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As of 2019, Foundation House is offering our residents
access to the Foxhole Ranch located on 120 acres
in Bethel, Maine. Adjacent to the White Mountain
National Forest, the ranch began as a destination for
our therapeutic wilderness interventions. We are now
broadening the scope of the ranch’s use to benefit our
entire resident population. As a result, we provide an
unparalleled opportunity to sustain the dramatic spiritual
paradigm shift that occurs in primary treatment, most
notably in wilderness programs.
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Highlights of the Foxhole Ranch include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three Adirondack Style Homes
Pool & Pool House
Equine Activity
Snowshoeing Trips
Four Season Camping Trips
Cross Country Skiing Trips
Alpine Skiing Trips at Sunday River Ski Resort
Trail & Service Work
Relapse Intervention Program
Paintball
Wellness Retreats
Indoor Arena
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Our Activity Center hosts our rock wall, yoga studio,

activity space to keep our residents engaged and active

batting cage, arcade machine & wilderness gear room.

throughout the day. It also plays host to our Wednesday

Steps from our main clinical building and outfitted

night alumni-led 12 Step meeting.

with ping pong table, darts, bumper pool and an
entertainment space, this building provides a multi-use
24
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OUR FACILITIES

The workshop is used by our residents and facilities
construction team to create, fix and build exciting
new infrastructure for our campus and homes.

Work oP
Sh

The shop allows our residents to flex their creative
muscle, work with their hands, and develop their

HanDCRafted GuitaR

AcTivIty
CentER ProjEcT

vocational skills through metal and wood working,
and construction. We also enable our residents and

our collective ingenuity, creativity, and abilities.
26

ResiDent, Staff
AlumNi,

“My recovery at Foundation House has been

centered around this workshop.
Having the opportunity to build and
renovate our homes and facilities
person in early recovery.

As part of our service program we have found that

shape, and support programs and people who need

Cam H.

helped me find purpose and grow as a

alumni to also participate on a local and global scale.

the shop has been instrumental in helping to build,

FH BRanD

Tea Bar Project

I’m glad to have left my mark on this place

PlAsMa CuttING

and benefit those who are here now
and will come in the future.”
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PROGRAM
At Foundation House we teach skills that are needed to deal
effectively with the challenges of everyday life—at school, at
work and in personal relationships. We enable our residents to
achieve and exceed their goals, regardless of what stage of life
they are in or how many times they have attempted sobriety.

Our program prioritizes the foundational aspects of early
recovery, which include working with a sponsor, attending 12
step meetings, finding a home group and holding a service
position. Additionally, in order for new residents to acclimate
and have the best Foxhole experience, there is a weekly
schedule of group therapy, individual therapy, holistic offerings
and programming activities. Residents are encouraged and
given immediate assistance and academic resources to pursue
their educational goals. We believe in encouraging growth
and fostering supportive independence as residents advance
into our program, instead of limiting their progression with
institutional barriers. These opportunities include employment,
continued education, volunteering and involvement in the
local community. Foundation House empowers and guides

a

DaY liFE
in tHe

morning
routine

8:30am
9:00am

10:00am
break

Noon
2:00pm

night

Breakfast at house, morning chores, leave room clean and bed made

Arrive at main office to receive spending money and medication

Morning Meditation

Morning Clinical Group (different group every day – full process group,
small process group, 12 step group, yoga, Recon Fitness, etc.)

Lunch, gym time, individual therapy, office activities (ping pong, pool,
rock climbing, etc.)
Afternoon Clinical Group (different group every day – mindfulness,
life skills, 12 Step group, therapeutic yoga, etc.)

Afternoon Activity Group (indoor rock climbing, acupuncture,
nutritional cooking, P.E.G. group, grocery shopping, music studio,
study hall, education and vocational advising, volunteer group, etc.)
Dinner cooked at house, 12 Step meetings with housemates,
meeting with sponsor, movies, bowling, mini golf, free time for
residents to have fun together.

each young man as they begin to define the next phase of
their treatment and recovery.
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Freedom & Autonomy - our residents are given a unique amount of individual
freedom and trust within the strength of our group setting.
29

IOP
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We provide a fully licensed, insurance-based IOP (intensive
outpatient program) to the young men at Foundation
House. Residents live in our homes and participate in IOP
programming on our bayside campus just a half-mile away.
This program creates an initial safety net of support within
the first few months, while still allowing each resident to
practice their daily tools of recovery in the real world.		
				
Within 48 hours of a resident’s arrival, our clinicians
collaborate to create his individualized treatment plan.
Our program is grounded in evidence-based practices
incorporating the 12 steps, peer support, holistic wellness,
life skills, and relapse prevention, as well as experiential,
individual, and group therapy.

GRouP & inDivIduAl

tHerAPY

Weekly individual and group therapy sessions with our

Our program and houses are not separated by age

licensed therapists continue throughout the entire stay.

or length of stay, allowing each resident the greatest

Our weekly calendar features a wide range of activities:

opportunity to connect with their peers and begin

individual therapy, process groups, 12 Step instruction,

building a support network. Lasting relationships created

yoga and meditation, nutrition and cooking classes,

within our program are fundamental in the transition to a

art and music, athletic leagues, wilderness adventures,

life of full independence.

money management, job placement, educational
advising and alumni support groups.
30
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NuTRitIon
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meditation
yoga & acupuncture
Meditation allows our residents to openly examine their
thought process and slow it down. Observing destructive
thought patterns opens a gateway of awareness to both
understand and determine how to respond. Drugs and
alcohol prevent a young man from feeling what their body
is trying to tell them. Yoga is an effective way to gently
reintroduce our residents to physical sensation.

Our mission is to educate our clients to shop, prepare and
In terms of the anxiety, stress and depression that occur

eat in such a way that helps them feel better and show up

in early recovery, these practices are instrumental in

for themselves in early recovery. We believe it is important

staying relaxed and grounded. To grow emotionally and

to develop good nutritional habits and keep the body as

spiritually, our residents need moments of attentive peace

healthy and disease-free as possible. By offering nutritional

without stimulation.

education and cooking classes, we help our residents learn
to care for their bodies and rebuild what they have lost.
32

cooking classes
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fully outfitted float rooms
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The goal of the Foundation House Therapeutic Float Spa

therapy have shown multiple benefits, such as

is to introduce a progressive method for our residents

reducing stress by lowering cortisol levels; managing

to relax their nervous system, calm their thought

chronic pain, injury, and illness; fighting anxiety and

process, and practice mindfulness in a unique way.

depression; elevating mood; and even improving

Ongoing clinical and psychological studies of float

sports performance.

state of the art float pods

45-90 minute sessions

sitting area & tea bar
35

EDUCATIONAL
& VOCATIONAL
COMPONENT
Disruption of both academic and occupational ambitions
can leave young men in early recovery feeling like the
future is uncertain. Residents are given a comprehensive
interest and aptitude assessment that’s guides both their
academic, career, and vocational pursuits..

Academic Advising
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We support a range of academic pursuits, from those who are working
toward a high school diploma to those wishing to apply for an advanced
degree. With several prestigious options for higher education nearby,
Foundation House residents have a variety of options. Tutoring, advising,
and test prep are all available in house or through local professionals.

Career Counseling

Local Schools & Universities
The University of Southern Maine

Our career counseling adjusts to each individual. For some, developing

Bates University

a competitive resume is essential, while others wish to pursue a gradual

Bowdoin College

re-entry into the workforce. With a broad knowledge of job markets in

Colby College

Portland and the surrounding area, we offer support to residents who are
eager to begin working either part or full-time.

Indiana University High School Diploma Program
Maine College of Art
The Salt Institute
Southern Maine Community College
The University of New England

36
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Successful recovery is dependent on service. Service work
allows our residents to not only give back, but to rediscover
a sense of self-respect. For the young men in our program,
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we find it is often ‘changes in action’ that lead to ‘changes in
thought’. In addition to work with the Portland community,
we’re also focused on the environment. Recently, the
Foxhole has worked toward a more sustainable Maine
through trail maintenance and the conservation of our
native wildlife’s habitats. We’re also thinking globally –

Legendary Coastal Maine

The Foundation House Wilderness Adventure component

Monthly adventures include: hiking, backpacking, camping,

provides experiences that connect our young men with the

kayaking, ice climbing, dog sledding, cross country skiing, fly

natural world. Through their experience in the wilderness

fishing, paintball and alpine skiing.

residents learn the importance of cooperation, begin to
trust and count on each other, and create meaningful
relationships, often for the first time.
38

our international expeditions always feature environmental
work, such as reconstruction in the wake of devastating
natural disasters.
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Wounded heroes 5k
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PEER STAGES
trADEcRaFt 12

11:00 p.m. Weekdays (Sunday - Thursday)
12:00 a.m. Weekends (Friday and Saturday)

Expectations:
1. Attend community 12 Step meetings, 7 per week
(minimum 90 meetings in first 90 days)

PEeR sTaGe

During this phase, balance is created between recovery and the
advancement of personal goals. Residents begin to build a life
outside of Foundation House using our program and community
as a structured safety net. At this advanced stage of individualized
treatment, residents balance increased privileges with increased
responsibility within the Foxhole. Foundation House serves as a spring
board for connecting resident passions with community resources.

This stage prepares residents for their final transition to a life of full
independence. Senior Peers have demonstrated commitment to
recovery and to the principles of the Foxhole and have a strong interest
in developing their leadership potential. The practices and goals
established throughout the Peer Stage process have prepared residents
with practical skills and insight to succeed in a life of recovery. Program
and clinical support actively remain in place while residents make this
vital transition.

Overnights:

Overnights:

None

Curfew:

Up to 3 day and 2 nights - once a month (at discretion of Clinical
Team, plan for overnights must be submitted 2 weeks in advance.)

11:00 p.m. Weekdays (Sunday - Thursday)
12:00 a.m. Weekends (Friday and Saturday)

Curfew:

Expectations:

12:00 a.m. Weekdays (Sunday - Thursday)
1:00 a.m. Weekends (Friday and Saturday)

1. Regular attendance at home group and community
12 Step meetings (7 per week).

Expectations:

2. Maintain relationship with a sponsor and complete Steps 4-6.

1. Regular attendance at home group and community
12 Step meetings (minimum 4 per week).

2. Find a sponsor and a home group within the first month.
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SeNioR

Through continued involvement in the Foundation House
program and 12 Step work, residents begin working on identified
underlying behavioral and emotional patterns and focus on
practical solutions. Using an intuitive clinical approach, we develop
a customized plan for recovery with an emphasis on personal
accountability. Residents begin to create a plan with staff to define
educational or vocational pursuits.

This immersion stage, through our in-house Intensive Outpatient
program, eases new residents into our therapeutic community and
the process of recovery. This stage offers the essential stabilization
needed for the pivotal transition from primary or wilderness
treatment. This intensive platform engages residents in individual
and group therapy, life skills, guided activities and the 12 Steps.
Cell phones, computers, and vehicles are allowed from Day 1 with
guidance from staff.

Curfew:

PEeR
stAGE 2

Description:

Description:

None

peeR
sTaGe 1

Description:

Description:

Overnights:

44° 15’ N 71° 14’ W

Overnights:
Up to 4 days and 3 nights – once a month (at discretion of Clinical Team,
plan for overnights must be submitted 2 weeks in advance.)

Curfew:
1:00 a.m. Weekdays (Sunday - Thursday)
2:00 a.m. Weekends (Friday and Saturday)

Expectations:
1. Maintain employment and/or school for at least 15 hours per week.

3. Begin working the 12 Steps with sponsor, complete Steps 1-3.

3. Work with primary therapist to develop a vocational,
educational, or community service plan.

2. Maintain relationship with a sponsor and complete Steps 6-9.

4. Be on time and attend all therapeutic groups Monday
through Friday.

4. Be on time and attend all therapeutic groups Monday
through Friday.

3. Execute and maintain vocational, educational or community
service plan.

3. Attend 3 or more 12 Step meetings per week.

4. Demonstrate leadership in upholding Foundation House standards.

4. Mentor new residents and be a peer mentor for at least one resident.

2. Maintain active work with home group, sponsor and complete
Steps 9-12.
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Beyond the comfort zone
In early sobriety, one of the struggles
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many young people face is discovering ways to have fun.

c0OKinG

in activities that push them beyond their
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Our mission is to provide regular opportunities
for our residents and alumni to be active,
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have fun together and take part
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comfort zone and open their mind
			to new possibilities.
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kAYakinG

pAiNtBall

suRfiNg

iCe cLiMBing

MuSic StuDio

cuRLinG

SoFtBall

pOLar DiP
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events &

memberships

Fitness

Portland YMCA

Maine Mariners

Weight training, basketball courts, racquetball, cardio and swimming.

Home tickets available for NHL New York Rangers affiliates at Cross
Insurance Arena, Portland, Maine.

Evo Rock Gym
46

Season Tickets
As a resident of Foundation House you have access to tickets for:

Alumni owned MMA gym. Bi-weekly private group classes on boxing,
striking, cardio, bag work, etc.

FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE

foxhole softball championships

As a resident of Foundation House you have memberships at:

Recon Fitness

ice hockey league

HADLOCK FIELD Portland, maine

Full access to indoor climbing course and two scheduled weekly
climbing groups.

Portland sea dogs
Season tickets for all home games of the Red Sox AA affiliate
at Hadlock Field, Portland, Maine.

maine red claws
Five tickets to home games of NBA Development league affiliate
of the Boston Celtics at Portland Expo Center, Portland, Maine.
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global
adventures
annual
Sometimes what is needed is a change of place to shake things up and realign focus.
Our international expeditions do just that. These trips are purposefully designed
to create authentic and powerful experiences for our residents and alumni. When
together we’re thrust into real and sometimes uncomfortable situations, the result is

HoLI fEstiVal iNDiA

LOCATION:
INFO:

Varanasi, India

a galvanized community, strengthened bonds between sober friends, and individual
growth—not to mention memories that last a lifetime!

Holi festival is a jubilant festival held
to commemorate the victory of good
over evil.
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OrphAnaGE servicE work

Sarnath

MEdiTatiOn

white water rafting in the himalayas
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These annual trips offer incredible opportunities for our

endeavor to give back as much as we gain from each trip.

residents to experience fun and adventure in sobriety.

Our commitments to the communities we visit are lasting

Our aim is to use the experience of traveling to adjust

and our work does not end at the conclusion of each

perceptions of reality—instead of imagining how things

trip. We continuously strive to further the work started

might be, we see them as they are.

internationally back in our native Portland by frequently
keeping in touch with those we meet and returning to

Service work is always a major component of each
international expedition. As members of the Foxhole, we
52

areas most in need of our help.

tAnZaniA AfriCa

cOFFee HarvEst
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WAter
Caves

Building A New Boardwalk
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ServicE WOrk

Coasters Made From Old Boardwalk Wood

IslanD SuNsEts
CliFF
DivInG
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Recovery is a process for the entire family. At Foundation
House, we work hard to strike a balance between

encouraging families to be involved in the treatment plan
and allowing everyone to create and maintain healthy

AluMni pRoGraM

Our Alumni network allows former residents to stay

Daily programming, athletic leagues, certain wilderness

connected to the current community, and is integral to the

excursions, and international expeditions are all available

future of Foundation House. Alumni involvement has long

for alumni. We also hold a weekly alumni-led 12 Step

been the cornerstone of Foundation House. We rely on the

meeting to foster community and mentorship.

strength of this group to act as a power of example and
perpetuate the values of The Foxhole.
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boundaries. The goal is for our residents to transition to a
life of independence with the support and confidence of
their loved ones.

Foundation House engages the family on three platforms:
• Biweekly Check-in Calls:
Weekly updates from a resident’s individual therapist.
• Weekly Family Support Group Calls:
Calls are mediated by Foundation House clinicians
and include current resident parents as well as
alumni parents.
• Family Workshops:
Biannual Family Workshop Weekends are devised
to support each family by creating a supportive and
nurturing setting through genuine communication,
healthy boundaries and a focus on self-care.
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BeYond an industry

Pioneering the treatment
of Tomorrow, TODAY

IOP, Extended Care • Residential Program
Transitional Sober Living

Foundation House is dedicated to elevating our recovery

leading-edge of the frontlines of recovery, passionately

program from a treatment modality into a meaningful

invested in helping young men break the cycles of their

way of life. We transcend the outdated attachment to

past and begin an adventure towards their future. The

institutional barriers within the industry, offering a path

Foxhole elevates men from victim to victor, trauma to

built upon empowering trust, empathetic kindness and

triumph, setback to success story. Now, let it elevate you.

renewed joy. That is exactly who we are at the Foxhole,
from clinicians to alumni, nurses to mentors, we are on the
60

Foundation House

